
Whole View on This Paralyzed World<Why We Are to Be Extincted !>
         

I: The Essence of Modern History.
It has been class struggle between the religious Jews and the anti-religious Germanic
hereditary ruling class.The current is the former would be defeated by an overwhelming
majority supporting the latter's ruling over the mass economy.However, salvation lies in the
truth, and result of the upside-down world going against the truth shall inevitable
destruction.

II: Creation of this Universe, God <almighty> and Satan<anti-god>.
<Logic = the truth recognition>.
 The true intention of creation from nothing <divine intention>.
☠ Beginning with being is to ask origin of the being. Nothing is forever nothing is the current
law adopted, not at that time of creation! .In real nothing world, there must be also "nothing
laws" = anything is possible <ALMIGHTY! >,Note also nothing time,because nothing clock!.

 Origin-Vacuum {Normal Vacuum + Matter. ”0=+a-a”}
±separation in the phase transition <BigBang universe creation>.
(a)In debating on original existence or nothing, being of observer is prerequisite logic..
(b) Observing measurement tools for description on non-nothing is essential for observers

 Gauge (for “time and space, hyperspace”)
⒞ Gauge has unit of measurement(number), however as a common sense, the definition on
unit is arbitrary! .But truth is unique and only one! Otherwise, recognition can not become
logic(unique true recognition) Gauge Invariant Theory.
☞；only one truth! A and its negation notA cannot hold at the same time! ! No
contradictions!☞; The basics of science is at here: existence = unique and only
observational realization in a material world(non nothing) = consistency.

⒠There is only one truth! Otherwise, recognition can not logic  Consistency and
establishing Mathematics.A mathematics in a word, it is consistent truth description system
with number theory as its starting point<Completeness Theorem = truth provable>
⒡Observer must provide also the most precise description without ambiguity<unique truth>
 establishing Quantum Logic. Frame of Quantum Mechanics description tools such
orthogonal function systems with operators becomes available by quantum logic<⒠,⒡>.
⒢Quantum Dynamics from gauge invariant theory<⒠⒡⒞> ={math+dynamics+matter
interaction theory(←⒞)} establishing quantum gravitational dynamics(QGD).
⒣SO(11;1)→SO(11) universe creation QGD process(BigBang)as gauge field dynamics by
quantum gravitational dynamics.→ APPENDIX1.
☞; What amateur person needs is digging deeper into cognitive logic becomes mathematics
and physics theories.Actual history of science is results accumulation of experimental
observing, however it is also reproduced by the perspective of cognitive logic.



   Incompleteness Theorem  Lack of information is the origin of probability.
Deterministic Theory(⒠)=Those are propositions with realization probability=1.
None Deterministic Theory=Probability(Statistical,Stochastic)Theory.
The maximum value in natural number set N can not be determined, and the minimum value
of the reciprocal set of N = real number “0” is also can not be determined.
☞; In the standard elementary particle theory the only one consistent with experiment, a
particle size is real number 0, such the super string theory is useless and harmful.

Conclusion II: Establishing this universe, God <almighty> and Satan<anti-god>:
Because universe origin has no laws<almighty>, it was able to be created from nothing.
However, once it had been created, consistency(the law) was to rule.The material law world
had been realized, but the vacuum world remains lawless <almighty>. This world and the
other world are connected by B-wave communication, and the historical religious revelation
(from almighty world) as paranormal phenomena had occurred<the miracles! >.
http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Scientifical-Mechanism-of-Prophecy-by-Paranormalities.pdf
☞; Because anything is possible, if there is God of justice, truth, and mercy, then the logic is
reversed = there is also Satan.

http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Scientifical-Mechanism-of-Prophecy-by-Paranormalities.pdf


III: Summary of Essence of The Current Situation.
It is merciless class struggle between democratic power vs the anti-religious Germanic
hereditary ruling class. The current result is no wining for the former,because they could not
establish global solidarity,but is divided by ignorant selfishness, while salvation lies in the
truth, thereby the upside-down world against the truth would inevitably lead to destruction.
⑴General Discussion:
Historically, the German Nazis were founded by American capital and European aristocrats
in order to exterminate their archenemy of class struggle, the Jews. After World War I, the
many monarchy collapsed and became republic, and the feared hereditary Germanic ruling
class adopted anti-religious plot against the peace and democratization power with the
Jews.Nazis ostensibly lost the war, but they secretly imported NAZIS human resources and
technology to US and at there ,CIA-US military-industrial complex the anti-religious,
self-conceit ,and worshiped violent domination, was established. After the war, the United
States and the world became large-scale expansion of oil civilization. Achieved economic
growth, people shifted from their hearts to matter and money, and the big success turned
into a world of vanity and arrogance.Behind the scenes, the world invisibly,but actually lost
its sovereignty due to the well designed conspiracy scheme of the Nazi reincarnated USA,
and the world was completed under cover of invisible US ruling. The important thing here is
also Russia and China are no exception, and contrary to their outward appearance of the
conflict, they are acting as hidden agents and enemies of USA! !.It is strong driving force
behind the promotion of the U.S. military industrial complex business. Russia and China
have become strong police state to protect this secret agent system. In fact, the essence is
the same in Western nations, including the US, although there are differences in the
appearance.Japan has been being ruled by US-Japan cometee system with CIA
agent(Japanese Korean and JCP member in especially public organization).
⑵ The Now World's Demonic Point = Coming Fireball Earth within about 20 years.
= continuous increasing in oil and progressing climate collapse.
(a) Climatic Environmental Hell <destruction of living infrastructure and emergence of
famine world, followed by a fiery hell>.
One of fatal failures of the US emperor Rockefeller is the oil consuming climate crisis. After
all, he turned to a conspiracy to cover up his failures.One thing that Germanic Norse
mythology and the Bible have in common is that humanity will end in a fiery hell, Rising
global temperatures would gradually destroy the infrastructure of life through floods,
droughts, and violent typhoons, but the rise in Arctic ocean temperatures would be ultimate.
Modern Arctic science predicts that sudden large-scale melting of methane would be
triggered, causing fatal damage. Brazil's Jucelino, the most powerful prophet in the modern
world, and Hitler's prophecies are also common during this period.
https://a-m-e-g.blogspot.com/
https://arctic-news.blogspot.com/

(b) Entirely sticking to past big successes, not admitting one's own fatal failures, and clinging
to the business as usual would lead to ruin! !→this is fatally wrong,so it must be turned.

https://a-m-e-g.blogspot.com/
https://arctic-news.blogspot.com/


 Business as Not as Usual=Global Climate Wartime Regime Establishing.
Nothing war in the past resulted in global extinction.But only climate war is entirely not !!!.
❶Arctic Methane Catastrophe causing Global Extinction in fire ball earth(～2040?).
(A):Emergent Arctic Cooling Engineering to STOP Methane Catastrophe.

Arctic ocean sea floor warming would cause massive methane eruption toward
rapid warming and following global methane fire storm causing fireball earth hell.

Just do NOT tell them the monster exists:The Arctic Methane Monster
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2013/10/just-do-not-tell-them-the-monster-exists.html
http://arctic-news.blogspot.com/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html
http://www.777true.net/Blocking-Nares-Strait-Gate-to-Intercept-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf
(B):Time for Plan B:Cutting Carbon Emissions 80 Percent by 2020 ,Lester.R.Brown
http://www.earth-policy.org/datacenter/pdf/80by2020notes.pdf
The accelerating, worsening climate disruption and climate emergency means that we must now
aim to cut carbon emissions (carbon dioxide, CO2, and methane, CH4) 80% by 2020.
2 Degrees of Warming a Recipe for Disaster, NASA Scientist Says
https://www.livescience.com/17340-agu-climate-sensitivity-nasa-hansen.html
http://www.777true.net/100pct-Renewable-Energy-is-Possible.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Rapid-CO2-Absorption-with-Mineralisation-of-CO2-by-OLIVINE.pdf

 Covering-up Smokescreen Operations in Coming Climate Hell.
<Coming Destopian anti-democratic world after 2020, downfall of Jews>:
http://777true.net/The-Wicked-Spirit-in-Highest-Place-in-the-Upside-Down-Deadly-Fake-World_A.pdf

Time is running out for effective climate fixing! ? After 2020, the world had shifted from usual
welfare state to the reversal policy.State can not save all the people in coming climate hell.
   2020 Nazi US-led coronavirus spreading the world, global vaccination is aimed at
destroying immunity, etc.The following amazing sites delve into this issue thoroughly and
predict the future.
https://indeep.jp/
   The outbreak of the war in Ukraine (February 24, 2022), which caused millions of
unnecessary nuisances, and the start of the villainization of Jewish leaders,
It was Ukraine, under the operation of the Nazis US, who prepared for the war in advance. It
led to the beginning of the world's economic confusion with high price tribulation.
https://tanakanews.com/220124ukraine.htm
https://tanakanews.com/index_russia.html
 Israel's invasion of Gaza and the falling down of the Palestinians into hell, loosing off the
role of the Jewish leaders due to becoming villains;Israel now becomes the most
anti-humanitarian, attacking hospitals and food distribution! ! !
......

http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2013/10/just-do-not-tell-them-the-monster-exists.html
http://arctic-news.blogspot.com/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html
http://www.777true.net/Blocking-Nares-Strait-Gate-to-Intercept-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf
http://www.earth-policy.org/datacenter/pdf/80by2020notes.pdf
https://www.livescience.com/17340-agu-climate-sensitivity-nasa-hansen.html
http://www.777true.net/100pct-Renewable-Energy-is-Possible.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Rapid-CO2-Absorption-with-Mineralisation-of-CO2-by-OLIVINE.pdf
http://777true.net/The-Wicked-Spirit-in-Highest-Place-in-the-Upside-Down-Deadly-Fake-World_A.pdf
https://indeep.jp/
https://tanakanews.com/220124ukraine.htm
https://tanakanews.com/index_russia.html


⑷Destroying the Democratization Route of The World! ! !
The status of Jewish leaders plummets, and the world is divided as a result of the damage.
Citizens are turned into sheep and rendered politically incompetent.
(a)The rulers the stubborn traditional ideology.
Traditional ideology of profit-monopolizing luxury ruler aristocrat:fraud,thief,violence.
Their status was taken by war violence, and became hereditary conservatives, and ordinary
citizens the exploited are suppressed by fraudulent violence and military police force.
Thereby,they are essentially anti-God<justice,truth,and mercy for living together>
Their supreme world society is called Bilderberg Group<Rockfeller,UK imperial,..>.
Poor people wish revolution,while not poor does not<the difficulty of repentance>.
The unprecedented economic prosperity after the war was to turn also mass people nobility.
Once people had become a certain degree of rich unconscious nobility,also they would
become fear for their high status decline in their living by the established regime(with
invisible? decadence toward inevitable collapse).

(b) Religious democrat ideology of living together with justice, truth, and brotherhood.
<Modernization occurred after the French Revolution of 1789>:
Logical reversal of (a) above.
*note,all the people democracy was initiated by the religion,but no by Greece,Rome.

(c)The anti-Techniques Making People Dividend.
New Testament Acts 4:32: All the believers were one in heart and mind. No one claimed that
any of their possessions was their own, but they shared everything they had.

 : Main Conclusion:
New Testament Acts 4:32: All the believers were one in heart and mind. No one claimed that
any of their possessions was their own, but they shared everything they had.



Appendix 0: No law: Contradiction = anything goes ~ Non-physical world = vacuum
☞;For beginners,learn at here..
http://www.777true.net/Logic-the-most-simple_but-supreme-way-for-recognition.pdf
 definition of Contradiction: A and its negation notA hold true at the same time ! !
In this case, it is possible to prove that any proposition is true as a logical theorem.
= Theory collapse = Nothing law = Anything goes! ! .
*True definition
= observable realization, usually limited to the physical world.

 Vacuum is a Contradictory World<Anything goes! !>:
(a) Material world events are non-contradictory
 Contrajunction proposition
 If the contradiction is realized, the non-physical world = vacuum
(b) Vacuum polarization reaction <0=+a-a>> is a logical contradiction:
It is reaction,from nothing,an elementary particle with its antimatter particle are
simultaneously created and then simultaneously annihilated.In common sense logic,
nothing becomes nothing forever, so this is a phenomenon that breaks causality logic.
In math operator expression, it can be written as elementary particle creaon = antiparticle
annihilation, therefore “antiparticle creation and antiparticle annihilation”,
If an affirmative proposition and its negative proposition occur at the same time, a
contradiction is realized → anything is possible,
(c) A somewhat rough explanation of the reality of the vacuum where anything goes:
Every matter, not only elementary particles, can pair with antimatter*). Addition of both is
+a-a=0.Since the elementary particle size is 0, it is possible to push ∞ particles into a finite
space → anything is possible,0=+1-1+2-2+3-3+4-4+....
 Many told world after death from all over the world = testimonies of the afterlife ←
anything is possible,
 The Heart Sutra in Buddhism teaches ``emptiness = no law = anything is possible.'' The
last sentence praises the supernatural evangelist who travels between this world and the
other world. This world is upside down, so pursuing Nirvana(nothing agony) by becoming a
monk = escaping politics! ?
→Political participation of Lotus Sutra the Nichiren sect <That's why Soka Gakkai is CIA
agent in Japan to destroy it>
⁂ Lotus Sutra convenience product: This world is connected as one from beginning to end
→ God.
⁂Bible Revelation: I am α(a) ans also ω(z).

→Nazis were anti-Jew and Christianism, pro-Tibetan Buddhism, addicted to black magic.
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha801.html
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha803.html
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha806.html
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha815.html

notA adding both
=everything

anything goes
A

http://www.777true.net/Logic-the-most-simple_but-supreme-way-for-recognition.pdf
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha801.html
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha803.html
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha806.html
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha815.html


Appendix 1: SO(11;1)→SO(11) universe creation in gauge field process by QGD.
In the being,anything was possible, existence was created from nothing, but once in the
existence,the laws of physics also began.In the being,there was light(gauge field)energy! .
Violation of energy conservation law allowed within the time-energy uncertainty principle. If
the energy is positive, the gauge field dynamics will lead to a stable annihilation miscarriage
universe, and it shall return to nothingness again.If the energy is negative=-E, a positive
energy field=+E(matter)shall grow to establish energy conservation law in gauge field
dynamics(0=+E-E).This became an unstable growing BigBang universe that turned into
matter(M) with gravity field(G), and became the current expanding universe(0=+M-G)..

Positive energy Negative energy
→ 0 = - Negative energy< →gravity>+Positive energy<→matter>

Stable extinction Unstable growing bigbang expansion universe
miscarriage universe

Initially only light <R gauge field> appears, after the onset of symmetric vacuum polarization
from {u+,u-;;e+,e-},the asymmetric proton(hydrogen)binding reaction occurs as a proton
decay reverse reaction, A heavy element is produced from hydrogen in a nuclear fusion
reaction inside a star under strong gravitational pressure and temperature.

http://www.777true.net/Energy-Creation-Process-from-QED-to-QGD.pdf
http://www.777true.net/img008-Quick-Guide-to-Quantum-Gravitational-Dynamics.pdf

Digression:On the first energy of QGD gauge field is not ordinal physics, .

In the normal world,a negative energy is realized by longitudinal field component in time dimension.But in

the beginning is entirely curious enough in QGD,only by which made this universe righteously.It is not usual

real number gauge field ,but imaginary<not physics>.

time,space coordinate:xμ=(x0=ict,x1,x2,...,.x11),the coordinate transformation is

dxμ＝(δμν＋εμν)dxν,, then gauge field is derived as Aαμν=∂αεμν

A00k=∂0ε0k=real,but Ah0k=∂hε0k=imaginary, the traversal components become negative by the square

value.

http://www.777true.net/Energy-Creation-Process-from-QED-to-QGD.pdf
http://www.777true.net/img008-Quick-Guide-to-Quantum-Gravitational-Dynamics.pdf


Appendix 2:On the Climate Policy for the World.
http://777true.net/How-to-sale-the-Climate-Policy-hated-by-All.pdf
http://777true.net/A-Possible-Worst-Case-Time-Series-toward-Glolal-Extinction.pdf
http://777true.net/Climate-the-Emergency-Surgery.pdf
http://777true.net/The-Most-Stupidity-in-All-Universe-History_Arctic-Methane-Catastrophe-
Risk-at-now.pdf
http://777true.net/Climate-Extinction-is-Destined-not-by-Government_but-by-You.pdf
http://777true.net/Rapid-Launching-Climate-Engineering-could-Save-the-World.pdf
http://777true.net/Weapons-for-Climate-War-are-Possible-in-Technology_but-not-in-Politics.
pdf
http://777true.net/Blocking-Nares-Strait-Gate-to-Intercept-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf
http://777true.net/Emergency-Production-for-Climate-Wartime-Weapons.pdf
http://777true.net/Coming-Climate-Hell-Caused-by-Defeat-in-Class-Struggle.pdf
http://777true.net/100pct-Renewable-Energy-is-Possible.pdf
http://777true.net/Rapid-CO2-Absorption-with-Mineralisation-of-CO2-by-OLIVINE.pdf
http://777true.net/E17_Synthesizing-Economics-toward-Global-Climate-War-Time.pdf
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http://777true.net/The-Most-Stupidity-in-All-Universe-History_Arctic-Methane-Catastrophe-Risk-at-now.pdf
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http://777true.net/E17_Synthesizing-Economics-toward-Global-Climate-War-Time.pdf


Appendix 3: The world lost its sovereignty by the NAZIS USA conspiracy.
Nazi reincarnated in US, and the US domination was invisibly completed.
Russia and China are superficially in conflict with the US, but they are secret agents and
collaborators of US ruling. A typical example is the 2001/9/11 the self-produced terror attack,
but was made up as Al Qaeda.China and Russia kept silent despite knowing it, which is a
decisive example of US cooperation.2011/3/11 The Great Tohoku Earthquake and the US
sea flor bombs are a well-known fact around the world, however China and Russia are
aware of this,but remain silent.

Wicked spirit in high place in the upside-down deception world the puppet politics.
http://777true.net/The-Wicked-Spirit-in-Highest-Place-in-the-Upside-Down-Deadly-Fake-Wo
rld_A.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Global-People-Must-Search-an-Essential-Evile-Origin.pdf
 For example, original Putin was assassinated, and now Kron. Kim Jong Il as well. Mao
Zedong and J.Stalin were originally a pro-Rockefeller - ``Along with Prince Philip of the UK,
he is committed to world population reduction plot'', and the origin of their connections is
going back to the revolutionary era. Large numbers of Russian Chinese were killed under
both dictators. There are hidden deals. This is because the communist state's economy
could not function without the secret support of the US.Also you can see this by looking at
China's current level of economic dependence on the US.The poverty-stricken Japanese
Communist Party has a similar hidden and betrayal structure. Xi Jinping is also on this path.
The prince party
                                                         

China's senior hereditary executives 

                
http://www.777true.net/Global-People-Must-Search-an-Essential-Evile-Origin.pdf
“...(At the end of the 20th century) even if it was a world of democracy and socialism on the
surface, in reality it was ruled by Nazism.Both democratic countries and socialist countries
competitively used Nazi weapons and killed each other. , society will be divided into those who
rule strongly and the majority who are ruled, as I wish.It will also be a period of natural disasters.
Humanity will be severely revenged by nature.The climate will also be divided into two, and there
will be intense heat. And severe cold, fire and ice, great floods and great droughts will strike the
earth one after another."
⁂Underlined is Suzuki

Professor. Jucelino's 2043 doom prediction, currently not working.
Global warming is inevitable and 5 billion until 2043 , , may die if nothing is done
in time ,and they are hidden from worldwide population .. says Jocelino Luz
http://www.jucelinodaluz.com.br/aquecimento-global-inevitavel.htm

http://777true.net/The-Wicked-Spirit-in-Highest-Place-in-the-Upside-Down-Deadly-Fake-World_A.pdf
http://777true.net/The-Wicked-Spirit-in-Highest-Place-in-the-Upside-Down-Deadly-Fake-World_A.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Global-People-Must-Search-an-Essential-Evile-Origin.pdf
https://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E5%A4%AA%E5%AD%90%E5%85%9A
http://www.777true.net/Global-People-Must-Search-an-Essential-Evile-Origin.pdf
http://www.jucelinodaluz.com.br/aquecimento-global-inevitavel.htm


Appendix 4:Religious Revelation the Software Evolution.

Currently, life on Earth is unilaterally on the verge of extinction, but here author would like to
discuss his thoughts on the mission of the universe and life.
He talked about the creation of the universe, but the basic scenario was contributed by
Einstein, Russian and Japanese scientist,He was surprised once again to see how the result
of a single mathematical expression of the equivalent principle tells the details of the
creation of the universe by imaginary number field,but not real one field physics. ! ! .
Hereupon, producing variety of elements required high-temperature, high-pressure nuclear
fusion inside stars caused by gravitational field motion in the cosmos.In other words, in
order to prepare life materials, this large scale stage was necessary, and furthermore, a
constant flow of energy was necessary for the establishment of opened system of life.
*Closed system without flow become death by the 2nd law of thermodynamics.
It must be a miracle in space that we have an environment with the right temperature and
pressure, equipped with the solar system's synchrotron radiation and the ocean, the water
that is the basis of life on Earth.

The creation of the universe began with almighty, and if so, life could be said to be inevitable,
or it could also be seen as a miracle with a terribly low probability.

However, the arrogance and anti-repentance of humans with greed and intellectual
deficiencies are forming a state on the verge of extinction.
This world of life on earth is a barbaric and ugly world where only the hardware natural
principles - the weak is eaten,the strong eat - then a religious revelation came down from the
heavens as a form of software evolution.
It is an excuse of the anti-repentance established power to say that human extinction is a
ready-made route based on the prophecies of the Bible's Apocalypse, but the main story in
the Bible other than the Apocalypse is only teaches to repentance.


